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Tuning the charge blocking layer to enhance
photomultiplication in organic shortwave
infrared photodetectors

Ning Li, a Jasmine Lim,b Jason D. Azoulay b and Tse Nga Ng *a

Emerging infrared photodetectors have reported a high level of gain using trap-assisted photomultiplication

mechanisms enabling significant enhancements in their sensitivity. This work investigates a series of interfacial

materials in order to understand how charge blocking layers facilitate trap-assisted photomultiplication in

organic shortwave infrared detectors. The hole blocking layers induce accumulation of photogenerated holes

at the interface, which in turn lowers the electron injection barrier and enables photomultiplication. In

addition to examining photoresponse characteristics, the device dark current is analyzed by fitting to a charge

injection model to quantify injection barriers. This demonstrates that the electric field induced barrier

lowering effect plateaus with increasing applied bias. Among the interfaces studied, the best detectivity

is observed using the hole blocking layer bathophenanthroline (Bphen), which reduces the probability of

recombination and extends the lifetime of trapped holes to increase photomultiplication. This leads to a

responsivity of 5.6 A W�1 (equivalent external quantum efficiency = 660% at 1050 nm) and detectivity of

109 Jones with broadband operation from 600 nm to 1400 nm.

Introduction

The applications of infrared detectors are wide ranging1 and
photodetectors spanning the shortwave infrared (SWIR, wave-
lengths of 1–3 mm) are important in many emerging technolo-
gies such as those related to imaging and biomedicine.2–5

Conventional SWIR devices require complex fabrication pro-
cesses, cooling, and are cost prohibitive for many applications.
This has motivated the development of photodetectors based
on organic semiconductors,6–9 which offer advantages such
as low-temperature processing, mechanical flexibility, and
scalability over large areas. However, organic SWIR devices
are a nascent technology that still require further improve-
ments in photoresponse and noise reduction in order to
compete with established semiconductor technologies. In
particular, for SWIR detectors based on organic materials, the
dissociation of excitons becomes increasingly difficult as the
bandgap is narrowed due to the low dielectric polarization in
organics10,11 and high probability of recombination.12 While
operating these devices under an applied bias increases exciton

dissociation efficiency,13 this typically results in a concomitant
increase in the noise current. As such, the trade-off results in
no improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio. To suppress dark
current under an applied bias, charge blocking layers14 have
been incorporated in organic photodiodes that operate in the
visible; however, this has not been carried out for devices that
operate in the SWIR.

The role of the interfacial materials adjacent to the electro-
des is not limited to tuning the dark current but can also affect
the device photoresponse; for example, the efficient collection
of photogenerated charges depends on the interfacial barrier.
Nonetheless, a delay in collecting photogenerated carriers is
not necessarily detrimental, and in fact, has been leveraged to
achieve trap-assisted photomultiplication14–20 that significantly
increases photocurrent. This mechanism enables multiple charges
to contribute to the photo-signal for each photon absorbed.
Specifically, trapping of photogenerated charges can induce
band bending, which lowers injection barriers and facilitates
the injection of opposite charge carriers into the device.
These extra injected charges are supplied by the circuit external
to the device and enable external quantum efficiencies
over 100%.15–17,20

Trap-assisted photomultiplication has been demonstrated in
visible wavelength organic photodetectors through tuning the
ratio of donor and acceptor in the bulk heterojunction (BHJ)
layer.14–17,21 For example, when the BHJ blend was adjusted
to a high ratio of 100 : 1 in the donor-to-acceptor content,
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the acceptor forms isolated domains that serve as trap sites
within the BHJ. Alternatively, traps near the electrode interfaces
can be created by using charge blocking layers in BHJs with
more conventional 1 : 2 donor-to-acceptor ratios.19,22

In this work, we build on the latter approach of using charge
blocking layers to enhance trap-assisted photomultiplication
while using a conventional BHJ ratio of 1 : 2. Unlike large
bandgap BHJs, charge dissociation between donor and acceptor
components in SWIR BHJs is shown to be very inefficient, if the
donor-to-acceptor ratio is highly unbalanced. Moreover, there is
a need to understand how varying the energy levels of charge
blocking layers affects photomultiplication. Thus, this study
examines interfacial layers comprised of four different materials.
In place of the typical hole-transporting layer molybdenum oxide
(MoOx) used in the reference device, we compared interfacial
layers consisting of zinc oxide (ZnO), bathophenanthroline
(Bphen), and with direct contact to Al, and examined the
resulting photocurrent and dark current. The dark current was
fit to the charge injection model in ref. 23 in order to quantify
the magnitude of the injection barrier and electric-field-induced
barrier lowering. These analyses explain the working mechanism
of photomultiplication, relate device performance to material
choices and device structure, and aid in the future design and
optimization of organic SWIR photodetectors.

Experimental

The molecular structures of the polymer donor and fullerene-
derivative acceptor are shown in Fig. 1a. The narrow bandgap
polymer showed an absorption maximum (lmax) of 1050 nm,
while the acceptor absorption mainly spans the visible and tails
into the near infrared (Fig. 1b). The visible absorption is mainly
due to the fullerene acceptor, while the donor contributes
to the infrared response. A cross-sectional view of the

photodetector structure is shown in Fig. 1c. We utilized differ-
ent materials for the interfacial layers comprised of molybde-
num oxide (MoOx), zinc oxide (ZnO), or bathophenanthroline
(Bphen), while keeping all other layers the same. In one device,
no interfacial layer was utilized and the BHJ was in direct
contact with the Al electrode. Fig. 1d summarizes the energy
levels of the materials used in this work, and the values denote
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). The available energy
states24,25 in MoOx are represented by the green bands, and
the bandgaps of the other semiconductors are indicated by the
rectangular boxes in Fig. 1. The energy diagram is drawn this way
to emphasize that MoOx is often used as a hole transporting layer,
and MoOx has available states that extend over the entire band-
gaps of the BHJ materials. In contrast, ZnO and Bphen semi-
conductors are hole blocking layers due to their bandgap levels.

Materials

The donor polymer (poly(4-(5-(4-(3,5-bis(dodecyloxy)benzylidene)-
4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b 0]dithiophen-2-yl)thiophen-2-yl)-6,7-
dioctyl-9-(thiophen-2-yl)-[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4-g]quinoxaline))
was synthesized as described previously.11,26 The acceptor [6,6]-
Phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) was purchased
from Ossila Ltd. The donor and acceptor were blended at a
weight ratio of 1 : 2 and dissolved in dichlorobenzene at a
concentration of 24 mg mL�1. The additive 1,8-diiodooctane at
a 3% volume ratio was added to the semiconductor blend. The
blend solution was stirred at 70 1C overnight before use. For the
ZnO layer on top of the indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode, the ZnO
precursor was formulated27 by dissolving zinc acetate in a mixture
of 2-ethanolamine and methoxyethanol. The precursor was stirred
for 3 hours before use. For spin-coating over the BHJ, the ZnO
nanoparticle solution was prepared in methanol using the proce-
dures in ref. 28. Reagents, unless otherwise specified, were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.

Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structures of the donor and the acceptor. (b) Normalized absorbance versus wavelength. (c) A cross-sectional schematic of the
device structure. (d) Energy levels of the materials used in this work.
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Device fabrication

The ITO substrates (sheet resistance B 15 O sq�1) were ultra-
sonically cleaned in detergent, deionized water, acetone, and
isopropanol, each for 10 min. The ZnO layer was prepared by
spin-coating the ZnO precursor and annealing at 400 1C for
20 min in ambient conditions, resulting in a thin film of
B40 nm. The substrates were then transferred to a nitrogen-
filled glovebox for deposition of the BHJ layer. The thickness of
the spin-coated BHJ layer was measured to be B200 nm. The
interfacial layer on top of the BHJ was deposited, either by spin-
coating the ZnO nanoparticle solution to form a B15 nm film,
or by evaporating 20 nm of MoOx or Bphen. Subsequently,
the devices were completed by evaporating 100 nm Al through a
shadow mask, defining an active area of 0.09 cm2. All the
devices were encapsulated for characterization in air.

Device characterization

For current–voltage measurements, the voltage was provided by
a Keithley (2400) sourcemeter and the current was recorded
using the same sourcemeter. SWIR light was supplied by a
light emitting diode (LED) (Thorlabs LED1050L) with a peak
wavelength of 1050 nm. The light intensity was calibrated using
a Ge detector (Newport 818IR). The device external quantum
efficiency was measured under a monochromatic light source
modulated at 12 Hz using an optical chopper. A low-noise
current preamplifier (SR570) was used to apply voltage
and amplify the device current. The amplified current was
measured using a lock-in amplifier (SRS 510). To measure the
noise spectra, the devices were kept in the dark, and the noise
current was amplified through an SR570 preamplifier and then
measured using a lock-in amplifier. The external frequency
reference for the lock-in amplifier was provided by a function
generator (Keysight 33500B). Lastly, the transient photoresponse
was taken under irradiation with a 940 nm LED light source
(Thorlabs LED940E) modulated at 100 Hz and recorded using an
oscilloscope (Rigol DS1054).

Charge injection modeling

The modeling of charge injection was performed using
MATLAB. The volume density of molecular sites29 (Ninj) was
set at 1027 m�3. For the BHJ used in this work, the width of the
Gaussian distribution s was set at 50 meV, and the mobility was
set at m0 = 10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1, based on ref. 30 and 11, respectively.

Results and discussion
Effect of the interfacial layer on the photocurrent

Fig. 2 shows the current–voltage characteristics of the four
photodetectors, each with a different interfacial layer. The
devices were measured in the dark and under illumination
from a 1050 nm LED at an intensity of 4.5 mW cm�2. For the
structure with MoOx, the MoOx layer was a hole extraction
interface, and negative voltage was applied to the Al electrode
to reverse bias the device in Fig. 2a. For the other three devices
in Fig. 2b–d, the work functions of the electrode materials

dictated the charge injection barriers, and negative voltage was
applied to the ITO electrode for reverse bias.

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) in Fig. 2e is calculated
by EQE = ( Jph/Pillumin)(hc/lq), where Jph is the photocurrent
density obtained from the photoresponse minus the dark
current density, Pillumin is the intensity of the incident light,
h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, l is the wavelength
of the incident light, and q is the electron charge. The EQE of
the device with MoOx was at most 52%. On the other hand, the
devices with ZnO, Bphen, or direct Al contact achieved EQE
above 100%, indicative of photomultiplication.

Since all the devices had identical charge generation layers,
it is fair to assume that light absorption and charge generation
were the same across these detectors. The difference in photo-
response is attributed to modifications in charge transport and
collection processes influenced by the interfacial layer, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. In the device with the MoOx, photogenerated

Fig. 2 Current density versus applied voltage, measured in the dark (solid
symbol) and under illumination (open symbol) of 4.5 mW cm�2 from a
1050 nm LED. The interfacial layer was (a) MoOx, (b) not used and the BHJ is
in direct contact with the Al electrode, (c) ZnO, and (d) Bphen. (e) External
quantum efficiencies of devices with different interfacial layers.
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electrons and holes were swept by the applied electric field to
the respective ZnO and MoOx interfaces to be collected (Fig. 3a).

When the MoOx layer was removed, the work functions of the
electrode materials dictated that reverse bias occurred when
negative voltage was applied to the ITO electrode. Hole extraction
was impeded in the detectors in the absence of MoOx (direct Al
contact) as well as when using ZnO and Bphen interfacial layers.
Consequently, photogenerated holes were accumulated in these
three detectors. The trapped holes induced band bending, which
reduced the barrier for electron injection into the BHJ as indicated
in Fig. 3b–d. The injected electrons supplied by the external bias
increased the photocurrent. Multiple electrons could be injected
per incident photon, resulting in photomultiplication,15,20 where
the charge injection process would continue until the trapped
holes recombined.

Comparing the devices with photomultiplication, the EQE
was higher in the detector using Bphen than when using ZnO
or no interfacial layer. This finding suggests that, compared to
the deeper conduction band in ZnO or Al (�4.2 eV), the LUMO
level in Bphen (�3.0 eV) prolonged the lifetime of the trapped
holes, since the probability of recombination would be lower
when there was a larger energy difference between the polymer
HOMO (�4.75 eV) and the interface conduction band or LUMO.
Non-radiative recombination is a major challenge in organic
devices, and non-radiative electron transfer from a higher
energy level to the ground state is reduced with wider
bandgap.12 The energy difference of the polymer HOMO and
Bphen LUMO is 1.75 eV, while the difference is only 0.5 eV with
ZnO and Al interfaces. Therefore the recombination probability
is lower for Bphen than the others, benefiting the photo-
mulitiplcation process. Another possibility is that the deposi-
tion of Bphen was less damaging to the BHJ surface than Al
evaporation or solution coating with ZnO, because Bphen was
evaporated at a lower temperature than Al and there was no
solvent involved in the vacuum deposition of the Bphen layer.

In addition, we observed that although there is a difference
between the valence band of ZnO and the HOMO of Bphen, it
did not affect photomultiplication. The photogenerated holes
are blocked at the active layer/ZnO interface next to the ITO
electrode (Fig. 3b–d). Since the hole blocking effect is not
dictated by the Bphen or the ZnO next to the Al electrode,
the HOMO level at this interface would not affect the photo-
multiplication. On the other hand, the difference in LUMO
level between the materials changed the recombination prob-
ability of the photogenerated carriers as explained in the
preceding paragraph.

Effect of the interfacial layer on the dark current

While switching the interfacial materials changed the photo-
response considerably, the device dark current was not signifi-
cantly affected, as seen in Fig. 4. To explain this result, we
examined the charge injection barriers in the detectors. The dark
current has contributions arising from multiple mechanisms31

including charge injection through the electrodes,23,29 thermal
generation in the active layer,30,32 and frequency dependent
noise.33 The charge injection contribution becomes dominant
as the applied bias increased. Charge injection from the elec-
trode into the BHJ is influenced by the characteristics of the
interfacial layer, as well as the morphology, energetic landscape,
and charge transport properties of the active BHJ layer.29,34

By first order approximation, the energy difference between the
electrode work function and the available energy states in the
interfacial materials determined the energy barrier to charge
injection Fb, independent of the applied field.

Fig. 3e–h illustrates the detectors’ energy levels under
reverse bias in the dark. For the device with MoOx, the ITO
electrode was next to ZnO, which blocked hole injection. Mean-
while, the Al electrode was interfaced with MoOx that had
energy states near the BHJ LUMOs and which are conducive
to electron injection. Thus, charge injection was mainly from
the Al/MoOx side. For the other three devices, all the electrodes

Fig. 3 Energy diagrams of devices with (a and e) MoOx, (b and f) without
an interfacial layer, (c and g) ZnO, and (d and h) Bphen. The devices were
under reverse bias. The left column shows the photo-generated charge
collection process (a) without and (b–d) with photomultiplication due to
hole accumulation, which induced band bending that led to enhanced
electron injection. The right column compares charge injection barriers
in the dark.
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were next to materials that were blocking layers to hole injec-
tion. The difference between the work function of ITO and the
conduction band of ZnO were B0.5 eV and smaller than the
hole injection barriers. Hence, electron injection from the ITO/
ZnO side was the determining factor for the dark current in
devices with ZnO, Bphen, and direct Al contact. Since this
electron injection barrier was the same across these devices,
their dark currents were similar as shown in the measurements
in Fig. 4.

In addition to the above qualitative explanations, the dark
current was analyzed by fitting to the model in ref. 23 to extract
charge injection barrier values. According to this model,23 the
field-independent charge injection barrier Fb is reduced by
the Gaussian distribution of states near the bandtail35,36 and
barrier lowering due to the electric field,37,38 resulting in an
effective charge injection barrier Finj described by

Finj ¼ Fb �
s2

2kBT
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qE

4pe

r
; (1)

where the second term s2/(2kBT) accounts for the energetic
disorder at the interface that increases states for charge injec-

tion, and the third term DFb ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qE

4pe

r
is the barrier lowering

due to the electric field. The parameter s is the width of the
Gaussian distribution, T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, e = e0er is the permittivity where a value of 3.5 was
used for er in the calculations, and E is the applied electric field.

The injection limited current density is estimated to be
Jinj B qninjmE, where ninj is the carrier density at the injection
interface and m is the effective mobility of the BHJ. The effective

mobility is m ¼ m0 exp �ai
s

kBT

� �2
" #

; where m0 is the mobility in

the infinite temperature limit and ai E 0.4 based on ref. 29. The
injection model assumes that charge injection occurs at the
nearest sites in the active layer adjacent to the interface. In such
conditions, the carriers at the top of the barrier have a concen-
tration of ninj = Ninjexp(�Finj/kBT), where the Ninj is the volume
density of molecular sites.29 The equations we used to fit the
dark current data in Fig. 4a and b are

Jinj ¼ qNinj exp �
Fb �

s2

2kBT
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qE

4pe

r
kBT

0
BB@

1
CCAmE; (2a)

Jinj ¼ qNinj exp �
Fb �

s2

2kBT
� C

kBT

0
BB@

1
CCAm E � Ecð Þ;

whenE � 5V=200 nm;

(2b)

where Fb � C = Fb,highE, and C = Fb,max is the maximum extent
of electric-field-induced barrier lowering. The fit to eqn (2b)
included only data above 5 V to determine Fb,highE. The factor
Ec is the x-intercept in Fig. 4b and indicates the turning point to
the high electric-field regime.

In Fig. 4a at low voltage, the measured data were fit using
eqn (2a) based on ref. 23, but as the applied bias increased,
eqn (2a) led to an over-estimation of the dark current. To
improve the fitting, eqn (2b) was used, which assigns DFb to
a maximum constant under high electric fields. The fits based

Fig. 4 (a) Current densities of the devices at reverse bias in the dark, with the data represented by open symbols and the lines are fits to eqn (2a).
(b) shows the data in a linear scale, and the lines are fits to eqn (2b) in the high electric-field regime. The diagrams illustrate the evolving charge injection
barrier at (c) flat band, (d) low electric field, and (e) high electric field. The gray dash line indicates the acceptor LUMO level, the black line represents the
Gaussian distribution of energy states, the red dotted line represents the barrier lowering due to the applied electric field, and the solid green line shows
the energy level available for charge injection.
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on eqn (2b) are closely matched to the data at biases above 5 V,
as evident in Fig. 4b. The rationale behind this modification is
that, as the applied voltage increased to tilt the energy levels
(from Fig. 4c and d), DFb was initially effective at reducing Finj

(solid green line). However, when the bias reached the point
that the barrier between ZnO and PC71BM was overcome
(Fig. 4e), any further voltage increase will not affect the injec-
tion barrier, and the barrier lowering plateaued and can be
treated as a constant C = DFb,max as in eqn (2b). The extracted C
in Table 1 are around 200 meV, which is reasonable consider-
ing the LUMO difference between ZnO and PC71BM, as shown
in Fig. 1d.

Table 1 summarizes values obtained in fits to eqn (2). The
values of Fb are around 0.55 V. This finding confirms that
charge injection was mainly from the ITO/ZnO electrode for the
devices with photomultiplication, in agreement with the energy
offset between ITO and ZnO as shown in Fig. 1. For the device
with the MoOx interface, the MoOx/Al electrode would be the
injection site. Although the energy offset between Al and
PC71BM is only 0.3 eV in Fig. 1, the fit value of 0.53 eV is still
reasonable, as MoOx has available states spanning the PC71BM
bandgap and also might slightly deepen the Al work function.

Analysis on the highest performance device with the Bphen
interface

Among the detectors fabricated in this work, the device with the
Bphen interface showed the best performance and was further
analyzed with respect to its detectivity, light-intensity depen-
dent photoresponse, and temporal response. The responsivity
R, defined as R = Jph/Pillum, as a function of incident wavelength
is shown in Fig. 5a, with a broadband photoresponse from the
visible to SWIR covering 600 nm to 1400 nm. The responsivity is
related to specific detectivity D* by

D� ¼ R
ffiffiffiffi
A
p

Sn
; (3)

where A is the active area of the detector and Sn is the noise
current density in A Hz�0.5. Specific detectivity is the signal to
noise ratio. Here, determination of the noise current was
carried out by direct measurement via a lock-in amplifier. As
Sn varies as a function of frequency, applied bias, and tempera-
ture, Fig. 5b is a snapshot of the noise current Sn at an applied
bias of �3 V at room temperature. We compared the measured
noise to the shot noise based on Sn;shot ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2qIdark
p

: For example,
the dark current for our detector with Bphen was Idark =
2 � 10�4 A at a bias of �3 V; and substituting this into the

Sn,shot equation, the calculated shot noise was 8� 10�12 A
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

and lower than the total noise values from the lock-in measure-
ments that include 1/f and thermal noise components. Thus,
we calculated D* with the total noise from Fig. 5b. Since the
photoresponse was measured at a frequency of 12 Hz, we took
the noise current density at this frequency for the calculation
of D*. For a light intensity level around few mW cm�2, the D*
is o109 Jones (i.e., cm Hz0.5 W�1) as shown in the right axis of
Fig. 5a. This D* is lower than previous values reported for
photodiodes, due to the higher noise under high applied bias.13

However, the D* would increase with lower incident light
intensity, because fewer photogenerated holes would occupy
deep trap states. Charges escape slowly from deep traps on
account of high activation energies, leading to long lifetimes
and high photoconductive gain and responsivity.39,40 As dis-
played in Fig. 5c, the responsivity was inversely proportional to
the illumination intensity, and the device with Bphen achieved
5.6 A W�1 (equivalent EQE = 660%) under a low light intensity
of 0.2 mW cm�2, resulting in a D* of 1.6 � 109 Jones. The
comparison of EQE under high and low incident light power
emphasized the light-intensity dependent characteristics in
photomultiplication devices.

Fig. 5d shows the temporal response of the device with
Bphen measured under a LED modulated at 100 Hz. On
account of the photomultiplication mechanism, the rise and
fall characteristics of the photocurrent were asymmetric. The
photocurrent kept rising until an equilibrium was established
between hole detrapping/recombination and electron charge

Table 1 Values obtained from fitting dark current densities to eqn (2). As
discussed in the text, Ninj = 1027 m�3, s = 50 meV, and m0 = 10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1.
The error bar is �1%

Interfacial
material Fb (meV)

Fb,highE (meV)
for V 4 5 V

C = Fb � Fb,highE

(meV)

MoOx 533 372 161
Al 557 367 190
ZnO 570 364 206
Bphen 563 372 191

Fig. 5 For the device with Bphen as the interfacial layer, (a) responsivity
and specific detectivity as a function of wavelength, recorded at a
frequency of 12 Hz, with the incident light intensity of 3 mW cm�2 at
1050 nm. (b) Noise current as a function of frequency. (c) Responsivity
versus light intensity from a LED emitting at the wavelength of 1050 nm.
(d) Temporal response under a LED light modulated at 100 Hz.
(e) Photoplethysmogram measured at a fingertip to show a person’s heart
rate. The LED in (d) and (e) emitted at the wavelength of 940 nm. The
applied bias on the photodetector is indicated inside each panel.
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injection. On the other hand, the fall time in this device was
B1 ms, indicating that traps were emptied within this time scale
when the incident light was switched off. The rise and fall times
involve different processes of establishing trap equilibrium
versus detrapping, and thus they do not need to be the same.
With these temporal characteristics, the device was capable of
monitoring heart pulses in a photoplethysmogram system.41–43

A person’s fingertip was placed between a LED light source and
the photodetector. The photodetector recorded the light inten-
sity variation with periodic arterial pulses, revealing a heart rate
of B70 beats per minute as shown in Fig. 5e. This demonstra-
tion shows the potential of this photomultiplication-based
detector for practical applications.

Conclusions

This work has investigated a series of interfacial materials to
understand how charge blocking layers facilitate the photo-
multiplication process in SWIR detectors. By tuning the hole
blocking layer, the photogenerated holes are not immediately
collected by the electrodes and trapped within BHJs. The
accumulation of photogenerated holes at the interface lead to
band bending, which lowers the electron injection barrier and
allows multiple electrons to be injected per photon absorbed,
resulting in photomultiplicative gain.

This work has also studied the effect of interfacial layers on
the device dark current. Under reverse bias, the dark current at
low voltage is accurately described by relating it to a charge
injection barrier dependent on the electric field. However, as
the applied voltage increases, the barrier becomes independent
of the electric field, because the electric-field-induced barrier
lowering effect has plateaued.

Among the interfaces studied in this work, the best detec-
tivity is observed in the device with the interfacial layer Bphen,
which reduces recombination probability and extends the life-
time of trapped holes to increase photomultiplication. At a low
illumination intensity of 0.2 mW cm�2, the photodetector
with Bphen achieved a responsivity of 5.6 A W�1 (equivalent
EQE = 661% at 1050 nm) and a detectivity up to 1.6 � 109 Jones
with a broadband photoresponse from 600 nm to 1400 nm. By
comparing interfacial materials with different HOMO–LUMO
levels, this work presents guidelines to design organic SWIR
detectors with energy levels that enable photomultiplication
and provides insights into the characteristics of injection
barriers affecting the dark current and detectivity.
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